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Inquire About a Vehicle
Rush Truck Centers is the nation's largest commercial vehicle dealer. Let us help you find the right vehicle for your application.
Inquire Today
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Inquire About a Vehicle
Rush Truck Centers is the nation's largest commercial vehicle dealer. Let us help you find the right vehicle for your application.
Inquire Today
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Inquire About a Vehicle
Rush Truck Centers is the nation's largest commercial vehicle dealer. Let us help you find the right vehicle for your application.
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Inquire About a Vehicle
Rush Truck Centers is the nation's largest commercial vehicle dealer. Let us help you find the right vehicle for your application.
Inquire Today
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Inquire About a Vehicle
Rush Truck Centers is the nation's largest commercial vehicle dealer. Let us help you find the right vehicle for your application.
Inquire Today
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Inquire About a Vehicle
Rush Truck Centers is the nation's largest commercial vehicle dealer. Let us help you find the right vehicle for your application.
Inquire Today
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Inquire About a Bus
Rush Truck Centers is the nation's premier bus dealer. Let us help you fnd the right bus for your application.
Inquire Today
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Financing Solutions
Rush Truck Financing is your complete source for truck financing as well as short-term and extended financing options for parts and service.
Submit Inquiry
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Alternative Fuel Solutions
From trained sales expertsto parts, service and aftermarket fuel system installations, we are your source for alternative fuel vehicle solutions.
Learn More
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Request Ford Service
Let our Ford dealerships help you lower your operating costs through routine, consistent maintenance or maximize your uptime with timely repairs or emergency assistance.
Request Service
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Service Connect™
Our online communication system provides customers a 24/7, 360 degree view of the service process for vehicles in our service departments.
Learn More
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Service Connect™
Our online communication system provides customers a 24/7, 360 degree view of the service process for vehicles in our service departments.
Learn More
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Parts Connect®
Find parts for all makes and models in with our easy-to-use online ordering system. Search for parts, check availability and place an order – anywhere, anytime.
Learn More
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Parts Connect®
Find parts for all makes and models in with our easy-to-use online ordering system. Search for parts, check availability and place an order – anywhere, anytime.
Learn More
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Parts Connect®
Find parts for all makes and models in with our easy-to-use online ordering system. Search for parts, check availability and place an order – anywhere, anytime.
Learn More
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Inquire About Electric Vehicles
Rush Truck Centers is committed to providing solutions and support for electric vehicles – from sales and parts to grant opportunities and charging infrastructure planning.
Inquire Today
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Inquire About Electric Vehicles
Rush Truck Centers is committed to providing solutions and support for electric vehicles – from sales and parts to grant opportunities and charging infrastructure planning.
Inquire Today
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	NASCAR

Find a Location
With more than 140 locations from coast to coast, no one can match our network reach and scale. We provide our customers a one-stop approach to all their truck needs.
Search Locations
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                        FIND THE RIGHT REFUSE TRUCK:
                    





        Vehicle Type
        
            Vehicle Type
All
New
Used
Certified Pre-Owned


            
                
            
        

    







        Body Type Detail
        
            Body Type Detail
Container Handler
Front Loader
Rear Loader
Side Loader
Grapple 
Roll-Off 
Vacuum Tank
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Refuse Trucks from Rush Refuse Systems

At Rush Refuse Systems, we focus exclusively on solutions for the demanding requirements of refuse applications. Whether you’re buying, renting, looking for alternative fuel options or in need of service and parts, we have a garbage truck solution for you. We offer a wide inventory of solid and liquid waste refuse trucks mounted on premium Peterbilt chassis as well as unmounted cab and chassis ready for delivery. Our experts can work with you to spec the right truck and refuse body for your application, then mount and deliver the system to your site. And we’re specialists in the design, delivery and service of natural gas, hybrid and electric power systems, all supported by a network of more than 140 Rush Truck Centers across the country.

Whether you select a truck from our large inventory of mounted vehicles, or need to spec a custom unit from our catalog of truck and body manufacturers, we are committed to serving our customers with immediate delivery or build-to-order needs.

Call: 877-661-4511  Sales and Rental Options

                    
                    
                    
                

            

        

    
    
        Solid and Liquid Waste Refuse Trucks

        
Rush Refuse Systems offers a full line of front end loaders, automated side loaders, rear loaders, roll-off trucks and vacuum trucks from leading refuse body manufacturers such as McNeilus, Heil, Galbreath, G & H Manufacturing, New Way, Amrep, Peterbilt Industries and Pik Rite. Bodies are mounted on premium Peterbilt cab and chassis that can be spec’d to your requirements and configured for solid or liquid waste applications. We also offer an extensive in-stock inventory of diesel, natural gas and electric engines in a variety of configurations.
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Alternative Fuel Systems for Refuse Trucks

Rush Refuse Systems is the premier provider of alternative fuel systems for the waste industry. We offer trucks in a variety of fuel systems to meet the demands of your refuse business. From CNG and LNG systems to hybrid electric or fully electric drive systems, let Rush Refuse Systems design a solution for your specific requirements. In addition, if you have an immediate need, search our inventory of cab and chassis and mounted refuse trucks configured with alternative fuel systems. Rush Refuse Systems is the solution for all of your alternative fuel needs.

Learn More About Green Solutions

            

        

    


                
                
            

            
                
                    

    
            
    


                
                
            

        

    



    
        
            
                
                    

    
            
    


                
                
            

            
                
                    

    
        
        
            
Refuse Truck Service and Parts Solutions

Our Rush Truck Centers locations offer an array of services for refuse trucks, giving you access to more service solutions, in more states than anyone in the refuse industry can provide. Our team of more than 650 mobile technicians are authorized to perform warranty work, eliminating the need to send your vehicles to the dealership. We also have more than 290 technicians who are factory-trained to service alternative fuel systems, and we have dedicated service bays for CNG, LNG, hybrid and propane-powered refuse vehicles.

You will also have access to the nation’s largest inventory of parts and equipment for refuse trucks, including genuine OEM and aftermarket replacement parts for Peterbilt, Labrie, Pik Rite, Amrep, Wastequip, Heil, McNeilus and more.

Schedule Service  Shop Parts

            

        

    


                
                
            

        

    


    
        Frequently Asked Questions

        	
        
            
                Which chassis brands can you mount refuse bodies on?
        
            
        
            
Our inventory includes refuse bodies mounted on premium Peterbilt cab and chassis that can be spec’d to your requirements and configured for solid or liquid waste applications. Peterbilt’s Model 520 and Model 520EV low cab forward and Model 548 and Model 567 conventional trucks are purpose-built for the rigors of the refuse industry. We also offer Peterbilt’s Model 220 and Model 220EV with clean and efficient operations to help deliver lower emissions. We also work with all other truck manufacturers to ensure you get the right equipment and refuse truck to fit your business needs.


        

    
	
        
            
                Do you rent refuse trucks?
        
            
        
            
Yes! We have a nationwide rental fleet of both solid and liquid waste garbage trucks that includes front end loaders, rear end loaders, automated side loaders, roll-off trucks, vacuum trucks and grapple trucks. We offer a variety of terms, including full-service rentals, short-term rentals and rent-to-purchase plans. And we are specialists in programs and service agreements for municipalities.

Learn More


        

    
	
        
            
                Do you sell alternative fuel refuse trucks?
        
            
        
            
Yes, we offer garbage and waste trucks in a variety of fuel systems, including CNG, LNG, hybrid and fully electric refuse trucks. We can design an alternative fuel refuse truck solution for your specific requirements, or you can search our inventory of cab and chassis and mounted refuse trucks configured with alternative fuel systems.

We are also a certified installer of CNG fuel systems from Cummins Clean Fuel Technologies.

Learn More


        

    
	
        
            
                Where can I get refuse-related parts?
        
            
        
            
Rush Refuse Systems stocks genuine OEM and aftermarket replacement parts for Peterbilt trucks and major refuse body manufacturers such as Labrie, Pik Rite, Amrep, Wastequip, Heil, McNeilus and more. You can reach our parts department at 877-661-4511.


        

    
	
        
            
                Can you help with financing?
        
            
        
            
Yes, we can. Rush Truck Financing is a complete provider for all your financing needs and can help you find the right financial products and terms for you and your business.

Learn More


        

    
	
        
            
                Where is Rush Refuse Systems located?
        
            
        
            
Rush Refuse Systems is located in Converse, Texas, next door to Rush Truck Centers – San Antonio. And our rental fleet is located in geographically strategic locations in Florida, Texas and Arizona to enable fast delivery to your site while saving you freight costs.

Rush Refuse Systems

8810 I-10
Converse, TX 78109
Main Phone: 877-661-4511

Get Directions


        

    


    



    
        
        
            
                

    
        
                
                    
       

                    
                
        

        
            
            
                    
ALL-MAKES PARTS CATALOG                    
            

            
                The Rush Truck Centers All-Makes Parts catalog features more than 16,000 popular all-makes parts from the top manufacturers in the industry. 
            

            
                
    view catalog View the All-Makes Parts Catalog

            

        

    


    
        
                
                    
       

                    
                
        

        
            
            
                    
Financing Solutions                    
            

            
                Rush Truck Financing is your complete source for truck financing as well as short-term and extended financing options for parts and service purchases.
            

            
                
    learn more Learn more abour our financing solutions

            

        

    


    
        
                
                    
       

                    
                
        

        
            
            
                    
RushCare Complete                    
            

            
                RushCare Complete is an all-inclusive solution that coordinates, monitors and expedites vehicle repairs. Included with every new truck purchase.
            

            
                
    learn more Learn more about our RushCare Complete program
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